
    TPSD Kindergarten Math Syllabus 
         Units 5-8, Second Nine Weeks  

Unit 5: Classify and Count Data,  Understand Addition !
Unit Summary: Topic 5 asks students to classify up to 10 objects into 
two given categories, count the number of objects in each of those 
categories, and then sort the categories by counting/comparing the 
number of objects in each category. Topic 6 will introduce addition to 
students by having them represent addition using their fingers, objects, 
drawings, and verbal explanations. As their understanding develops, 
they will learn how to write expressions (3 + 2) and equations (3 + 2 = 
5) to model addition situations. They are understanding that adding is 
“putting together” two groups; joining the groups, or adding to a given 
group. !
Performance Skills:  

❏ I can classify objects into categories and tell why they are 
in each category. 

❏ I can count how many objects are in different categories. 
❏ I can use counting to compare how many objects are in   

categories. 
❏ I can tell whether the way objects have been sorted, count-

ed, and compared makes sense and explain how I know 
this. 

❏ I can show numbers in many ways. 
❏ I can represent addition as adding to a number and as 

putting two or more numbers together. 
❏ I can add numbers together and write an equation using the 

plus and equal signs to show addition. 
❏ I can solve addition problems. 
❏ I can use equations to represent and explain addition. 
❏ I can use patterns and drawings to add numbers together.  !!

Academic Vocabulary/Words to Understand: 
category, classify, chart, tally mark, in all, join, addition sentence, 
add, plus (+) sign, equal (=) sign, equation, sum !

Unit 6: Understand Subtraction !
Unit Summary: In Topic 7 students represent subtraction using 
their fingers, objects, mental images, drawings, expressions, and 
equations. They understand subtraction as “take apart”, some-
times referred to as “separate” and “take from, take away”.  !
Performance Skills:  

❏ I can show numbers in many ways. 
❏ I can take apart a number and tell the parts. 
❏ I can represent subtraction as taking away from a 

whole. 
❏ I can separate numbers. 
❏ I can use the minus sign in an equation. 
❏ I can find the difference of two numbers. 
❏ I can find patterns in subtraction equations. 
❏ I can use tools to subtract numbers. !!

Academic Vocabulary/Words to Understand:   
left, separate, subtraction sentence, take away, minus (-) sign, 
subtract, difference



Unit 7: More Addition and Subtraction and Counting Numbers to 20 !
Unit Summary: Topic 8 continues to support students in solving related 
addition and subtraction facts. This is laying the foundation for future 
work involving the important relations between addition and subtrac-
tion. Topic 9 continues the counting sequence with a focus on numbers 
11 to 20. Students will understand the importance of accurate counting 
and numeral writing. !
Performance Skills:  

❏ I can write equations to show the parts of 5, 6, and 7. 

❏ I can solve related addition and subtraction equations. 

❏ I ca write addition and subtraction equations within 5 and 
remember them. 

❏ I can write equations to show the parts of 8, 9, and 10. 

❏ I can write an addition equation to solve a word problem. 

❏ I can find number patterns for 10 and find a missing part to 
make 10. 

❏ I can count and write the numbers 11 to 20. 

❏ I can count forward from any number to a number within 20. 

❏ I can use reasoning to count and write numbers to 20. 

!
Academic Vocabulary/Words to Understand:   
break apart, operation, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, 
sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, row

Unit 8: Compose and Decompose Numbers 11-19 !
Unit Summary: Topic 10 builds a foundation for understanding place 
value by focusing on the composition and decomposition of numbers 
11-19 into “one group of 10 ones and some other ones”. ex: 14 
would be 1 group of 10 and 4 other ones. !
Performance Skills:  

❏ I can use drawings and equations to make the numbers 
11-19. 

❏ I can find parts of the numbers 11-19. 

❏ I can use patterns to make and find the parts of num-
bers to 19. 

!
Academic Vocabulary/Words to Understand:   
asking/answering “How many more?” 
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